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          The events you are about to see are extremely graphic and
          violent in nature. This tape dated June 3, 2010 was found
          washed up along one of the Andaman islands and acquired by
          this news channel. We take no responsibility for the actions
          of individuals on this tape and the resultant effect it may
          have on its viewers. By choosing to watch this tape your
          hereby assign that you will watch it at your own risk and
          hereby indemnify the channel against any physical or
          psychological repercussions you may suffer. We would caution
          those with a weak heart or nervous disorders to abstain from
          watching any further. You have been warned.

          EXT. BEACH - DAY

          The screen is foggy with water, we can make out the weather
          is stormy, two figures are hunched infront of the
          camera.......the screen gets distorted....we now only hear a
          voice

                              PIYUSH
                    Check the camera...is it working?

                              KAVI
                    Piyush...there's water

                              PIYUSH
                    Screw the water, check the
                    camera...rewind...rewind it

                              KAVI
                    So the Camera is more important
                    than all of us?

                              PIYUSH
                         (pause)
                    Yes
                         (The camera starts to rewind
                         48x..........images go in a
                         blur........the camera stops)

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. ISLAND - DAY

          We have a group of tribals hunched up, one of the tribals
          talking in the native language talking about how they
          survived the Tsunami and how their ways are slowly coming to
          an end with modernisation creeping in slowly, now everyone
          wants to wear jeans, they are exposed to the world through
          television though there are still a few reservation islands
          where the old ways still exist

                                                          CUT TO:

          INT. HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

          The camera comes on. The play icon is ON PIYUSH faces the
          camera, in the background we see TOMAS rolling a joint.
          ADITI and ESHA are sitting on the MAC editing footage. PARAS
          is watching the television, KAVI is packing his camera gear
          and testing the audio equipment.

                              PIYUSH
                    Paras, turn off the volume of the
                    TV
                         (Paras puts the TV on mute,
                         Piyush looks back at the
                         camera)
                    Hi I'm Piyush today is April 15, we
                    are at the Sentinel Hotel in Port
                    Blair
                         (turns around)
                    Kavi sound ok?
                         (Kavi gives a thumbs up,
                         Piyush picks up the camera
                         takes it to Kavi)
                    Thats Kavi....Kavi say Hi

                              KAVI
                         (gives a cursory glance up
                         mumbles)
                    Piyush, your undies are showing
                         (tilts camera down to show
                         Piyush's Calvin Klein undies)

                              
                              PIYUSH
                    Eh dumbass, leave it
                         (takes control of camera and
                         walks towards Tomas)
                    That was Kavi, the DP of this
                    documentary, but even busier than
                    Kavi is Tomas
                         (we see Tomas rolling a joint)

                              

                              TOMAS
                    Bum Bum Bum
                         (nodding with the joint)

                              

                              PIYUSH
                    Thats Bum Bum Bole dude, next to
                    Tomas is beautiful, angelic, sweet
                    Aditi

                              ADITI
                    Hi
                         (blowing a kiss)

                              

                              ESHA
                         (enters frame)
                    Aditi is Tomas' girlfriend
                         (looks directly to camera)
                    However, hard you try to hit that,
                    she won't leave Tomas

                              PIYUSH
                    And this ladies and gentlemen is
                    the sexy lady of my life, our
                    producer Esha, give her a hand guys
                         (lackluster clap)
                    Hello, she's the one paying the
                    bill for our beers
                         (everyone drops what they are
                         doing and give a thunderous
                         round of applause to Esha)

                              

                              ESHA
                    Assholes
                         (mouths the dialogue, gives
                         him the finger and goes back
                         to her laptop)

                              

                              PIYUSH
                         (takes the camera over to the
                         work station set up in the
                         hotel room with soft boards,
                         pictures of various tribals,
                         lots of printouts, maps)
                    This is our workstation here, it's
                    basically two years of research,
                    there are more than one million
                    tribes in the world out of which
                    half have never been seen by modern
                    people

                              PARAS
                         (comes and turns the camera
                         towards him)
                    In India there are over 32000
                    tribes, out of the 500 Andaman
                    Islands, there are twenty islands
                    that you can not legally get within
                    2000 meters of┬á

                              PIYUSH
                         (pulls away the camera places
                         it on a stand and looks
                         directly into it)
                    Because these tribes are over 300
                    years old and to maintain their
                    cultural integrity, they've been
                    cut off from modern civilization
                         (knock on the door, Paras
                         comes to life)

                              

                              PARAS
                    My pizza

                              ADITI
                    Yay!! Pizza!!

                              ESHA
                         (screams at Aditi)
                    I hate your metabolism Bitch!

                              ADITI
                         (smiles back sweetly)
                    It's in the genes, darling

                              ESHA
                         (stops Kavi from opening the
                         door)
                    Tomas, hide the joint

          Tomas hides the joint, Kavi opens the door. Door opens,
          revealing Pizzaman. Everyone cheers. Camera goes off.

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. HOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT

          KAVI is randomly taking shots. He spots PIYUSH and ADITI in
          a distance talking in whispers, cozying up to each other. As
          he zooms in on them, they start kissing each other.

                              KAVI
                    Oh Shit! How many moles does this
                    guy have on his body? He's not
                    fulfilled with just one girl, he
                    picked up a second one. Now what do
                    I do?┬á
                         (Esha walks into the frame)

                              ESHA
                    Kavi what you recording now?
                         (Kavi quickly zooms out. Esha
                         takes two steps forward and
                         spots Piyush and Aditi)

                              KAVI
                    Oh Man
                         (under his breath)
                    Esha! Esha! Leave it. Man, Esha!
                         ((Esha storms into her room
                         goes into the bathroom and
                         slams the door Kavi follows
                         her)
                    Esha, just listen to me. Please
                    come out, last time you went into
                    the bathroom, you didn't come out
                    for two days. You know Piyush,
                    he'll come back to you. Aditi is
                    just a new piece of chewing gum to
                    him.

                              ESHA
                    Get lost Kavi, just leave me alone!

                              KAVI
                    Esha, you ok? Esha, Esha, Esha. Why
                    aren't you talking to me? I myself
                    haven't done after kissing a girl
                    two months ago. I'm practically a
                    virgin, man.
                         (We hear Esha crying from
                         inside)
                    Esha listen to me, ok do me a
                    favour, if you're listening to me,
                    snort once.
                         (Esha snorts)
                    Esha, look, listen, you are single,
                    and so am I. I really like you. You
                    know, I've liked you from the
                    beginning. My parents gave me bad
                    genes, that's why my face looks
                    like this, but my heart is pure. Ok
                    listen, tell me something, you're
                    listening right? Esha, tell me,
                    what's the color of your bra?┬á
                         (silence)
                    You're not wearing one?

          Door opens with a burst

                              ESHA
                    What do you want to see? What do
                    you want to see? Wanna see?
                    See...look at this...look
                         (starts lifting her t-shirt
                         up. Kavi pans the camera to
                         the ground)

                              KAVI
                    Hello! What are you doing? No, No.
                         (He turns around)
                    No one takes my love seriously.

          Shuts the camera off

          EXT. BEACH SIDE BAR (PORT BLAIR) - NIGHT

          Camera comes on, its kept on the side of the bar PIYUSH,
          TOMAS, REDDY and KAVI are all sitting at the bar, Piyush and
          Kavi are doing shots, Tomas is chugging a pitcher of beer,
          everyone is pretty drunk, Piyush, grabs Reddy, a local, and
          takes him towards the camera offering a drink

                              PIYUSH
                    Come on Reddy, just one shot

                              REDDY
                    Thank you sir but I dont drink sir,
                    wife angry sir

                              PIYUSH
                    This is Reddy our boatman and
                    guide, say Hello to the camera
                    Reddy

                              REDDY
                    Hello myself Reddy son of M S
                    Subbiah Reddy boatman

                              PIYUSH
                    Ok..ok....I'm turning off the
                    camera, no recording - then you'll
                    have one drink?┬á say yes....come on
                    say yes
                         (nods to Tomas who comes from
                         behind grabs Reddys nose and
                         pours a shot in his mouth)
                         Cheers Everyone claps Piyush
                         lifts the camera

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    Let's go find the girls yaar
                         (The camera moves drunkenly
                         towards the beach. Tomas runs
                         towards the beach)

                              KAVI (OS)
                    Piyush

                              PIYUSH
                         (turns around) Huh?

                              KAVI (OS)
                    Dude, what is this new chapter
                    you've started with Aditi?

                              PIYUSH
                    Hey, why do you get so serious?┬á
                    Just having some fun. Kavi, my
                    friend, you need to get laid.

                              KAVI
                    Dude, she won't even tell me the
                    color of my bra...give me the
                    camera bro, you guys can't be
                    trusted after all this drinking
                         (The camera is taken and
                         switched off)

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH (PORT BLAIR) - NIGHT

          The camera comes on, it's placed in the sand, we see a
          bonfire lit, Esha, Aditi, Tomas are sitting around it, Paras
          has the camera, Sabrina is sitting next to him, we see
          Piyush chatting with Vivek and Kalki, dance music playing on
          an Ipod dock

                              PARAS
                    So tell me about u, Sabrina

                              SABRINA
                         (Smiles )
                    Hey, I'm from Sydney, Australia,
                    visiting my friends Vivek and
                    Kalki. I'm a scuba diving
                    instructor and a mountaineer

                              PARAS
                    So you must have a strong grip

                              SABRINA
                    I'm a strong girl darling

                              PARAS
                    Vodka?

                              SABRINA
                    Sure why not

                              PARAS
                    Lets see what the others are doing

          He starts to zoom in with the camera. We see Tomas passing a
          joint while Aditi takes a sip and passes her bottle to
          Piyush who takes a sip without wiping the bottle, Paras
          zooms on and catches Esha's reaction, Paras let's the camera
          stay on her and makes it a two shot of Piyush and Esha

                              PIYUSH
                    What?

                              ESHA
                    Nothing
                         (takes a big swig of the
                         bottle gets up with it. She
                         takes off her spaghetti top to
                         reveal a RED bikini. She turns
                         to Kavi )
                    Kavi, like THIS color?

                              KAVI
                    Umm...ya...nice

          Esha runs off to the beach and yells

                              ESHA
                    Kaviiii....COME

          Piyush gives Kavi a quizzical look

                              KAVI
                    Man, I haven't done anything

          Esha screams from o/s

                              ESHA
                    KAVIII...Hey Tomas come join me!

          Tomas tears off his t-shirt and runs into the water

                              PIYUSH
                    You sit

          Camera pans back to Sabrina

                              SABRINA
                    She likes him, huh?

                              PARAS
                    I think so.

                              SABRINA
                    Hey Vivek, Kalki come and say Hi.
                    These guys are making a documentary
                    film on the tribals in Andaman

          She gets up and we see some sand come on the lens

                              KAVI
                    Hey guys be careful yaar

          He walks to the camera and shuts it off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH (PORT BLAIR) - NIGHT

          Camera comes on. We see everyone sitting except Esha and
          Tomas

                              VIVEK
                    You guys are serious?

                              PARAS
                    Dude we have paid Reddy, he's going
                    to take us to that island, he'll
                    drop us and come back after two
                    days to pick us up. So you guys are
                    really welcome to join us.

                              PIYUSH
                    Think about it. No one has seen
                    these tribes, it's like a hidden
                    civilization and after we see them
                    who knows what other adventures
                    will be in store fo us, it's more
                    thrilling than sky diving

                              PARAS
                    What do u say Sabrina?

                              SABRINA
                    I'm game, Kalki?

                              KALKI
                         (looks at Vivek)
                    I don't mind....Vivek, what do you
                    think?

                              VIVEK
                    I dunno man....these people are
                    illegally going to a reserved
                    place...it doesn't seem right

                              KALKI
                    Come on tiger
                         (winks and nudges him )
                    Eh?...Eh? Eh....
                         (laughs )

                              VIVEK
                         (starts to laugh along with
                         her)
                    Yes

          Tomas comes running

                              TOMAS
                    Guys you had better come, Esha's
                    gone whacko

          Everyone gets up and runs, Kavi picks up the camera and
          starts running. They reach the pier Esha is bawling away

                              ESHA
                         (sobbing)
                    That bastard I fucking hate him
                         (Aditi goes to her)

                              ADITI
                    Hey hun

                              ESHA
                    Get away from me bitch isn't he
                    enough? You want my boyfriend too?

                              PIYUSH
                    Hey Esha get up, this is too much,
                    you've gone crazy

                              ESHA
                    Are you with me?

                              PIYUSH
                    Come on Esha

                              ESHA
                    No I wanna know are you with me,
                    tell me right now, in front of
                    everyone. I dont want you flirting
                    with other girls
                         (breaks down again)
                    I love you for chrissake...tell me
                    in front of everyone, that you love
                    me, tell me now

                              PIYUSH
                         (Holds her looks at Aditi)
                    Guys, leave us alone...Aditi give
                    me five minutes, sorry

                              ESHA
                         (slaps Piyush)
                    You're still only worried about her
                         (pushes him)
                    Go....go....just go away
                         (sees the camera running)
                    What the hell
                         (goes after the camera pushing
                         it )
                    Shut that damn thing off Kavi

                              KAVI
                         (ducking)
                    Hey hey, alright I'm shutting it
                    off

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          INT. HOTEL LOBBY - NIGHT

          Camera comes on we see on an extreme zoom PIYUSH and ESHA
          hugging and making up, it zooms out to include SABRINA

                              PARAS
                    See I told you it will be alright

                              SABRINA
                    I lost my high
                         (wipes her face with her hand)

                              PARAS
                    I have some whiskey in my room

                              SABRINA
                    I gotta go

                              PARAS
                    Half an hour

                              SABRINA
                         (looks at him intently.. long
                         pause)
                    No camera

                              PARAS
                    You got it
                         (He turns the camera to Kavi
                         and turns it around as he
                         hands it)

                              PARAS (CONT'D)
                    See you people
                         (waving out to Vivek, Kalki
                         and Kavi)

                              KALKI
                    Babe

                              VIVEK
                         (holds her)
                    Let her go, don't be a prude

                              KALKI
                    She is 21

                              VIVEK
                    Exactly! we were 17

                              KALKI
                    I was 15 mister

                              VIVEK
                    You told me you were 16

                              KALKI
                         (makes a gun cocking gesture)
                    Gotcha

          Piyush and Esha come arm in arm

                              PIYUSH
                    Guys, tomorrow morning at the port
                    sharp 11 am, we'll reach the island
                    around 4....where's Mr Reddy?
                         (They look for him including
                         the camera, he is sleeping in
                         a corner)

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    Mr Reddy...Mr Redd....

                              REDDY
                    Sir...sir
                         (wakes up)
                    Lets go sir

                              PIYUSH
                    It's night now, we will see you
                    tomorrow at 12, goodnight Reddy

                              REDDY
                    Goodnight sir

                              PIYUSH
                    Where's Paras?

                              ESHA
                    You are sleeping in my room tonight
                    darling
                         (pulling him)

                              PIYUSH
                    And...Sabrina?

                              VIVEK
                    Goodnight guys see you

                              KALKI
                    Your brother wont be a virgin in
                    the morning
                         (looks at Tomas walking in
                         with a lit cigarette)
                    Could you please smoke away from me
                    I'm asthmatic

                              TOMAS
                    Sure, sorry
                         (walks away towards the lift)

                              PIYUSH
                    Paras! You gotta be kiddin me he is
                    a kid
                         (Esha starts to laugh, he
                         looks at Kavi)
                    Idiot, before you sleep, charge the
                    batteries, now shut the damn thing
                    off

          Camera off

                                                          CUT TO:

          INT. HOTEL ROOM - DAY

          PIYUSH puts on the camera, its around 6 am, foggy light is
          coming through the window, ESHA is sleeping. Piyush takes
          the camera with him to the verandah of the room balcony,
          places it and faces it, it a magical moment the sky is gray
          the sea is visible, it is windy and cold, Piyush lights a
          cigarette

                              PIYUSH
                    Its showtime
                         (smiles)
                    After two years of funding this
                    project, today, in just a few hours
                    we are going to an island that no
                    one has seen...this was dad's dream
                    to discover lost
                    worlds...well...this one is for
                    your Dad...Cheers
                         (shuts off the camera)

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. PIER/BOAT (PORT BLAIR) - DAY

          We see the group boarding the boat, PARAS and SABRINA are
          seated together

                              PIYUSH
                    Loverboy will you lend me a hand
                         (hangs him equipment)
                    Tomas where are Esha and Sabrina?

                              TOMAS
                    Just gone to pack some cans of Coke

                              KALKI
                    Are there really people on this
                    island?

                              PIYUSH
                    Well, that's what we are going to
                    discover

                              VIVEK
                    I think even if there were people,
                    they would've all died after the
                    tsunami

                              KAVI (OS)
                    Just a thought guys, even if after
                    the tsunami they managed to
                    survive, they must be really hungry

                              PARAS
                    And the best part Kavi, all the
                    women are topless

                              PIYUSH
                    It's not like they're going to eat
                    us. Worst case, we'll feed you to
                    them.

                              TOMAS
                    But guys, just think, going on this
                    island is illegal. There must be a
                    reason

                              PARAS
                    There is a reason....atleast
                    there's one place where you don't
                    throw your butts
                         (showing a cig butt at the
                         camera)

          

          Esha and Sabrina come with their backpacks stuffed with
          eatables. Reddy arrives and hands a packet to Esha

                              REDDY
                    I found Maggi madam
                         (Piyush offers his backpack,
                         Reddy stuffs the Maggi's in
                         it)

                              PARAS
                         (screams)
                    Maggiiiii!!!

                              PIYUSH
                    You're only here to eat and
                    romance, right?

                              ESHA
                    Let him be P

                              VIVEK
                    College?

                              KAVI
                    Nahin kal raat graduate ho gaya na

          Everyone laughs. The boat starts and leaves the port, Kalki,
          Piyush are taking pictures

                              PIYUSH
                         (puts his arms around Esha)
                    Four hours more, and the adventure
                    begins

                              TOMAS
                    Hey guys have a look at this? What
                    the hell is this thing?

          We see a small rubber dingy attached to the main boat

                              SABRINA
                    What kinda boat is this?

                              KAVI
                    If our boat capsizes, then at least
                    two people will definitely survive

                              ADITI
                    Meaning, you are definitely dead
                    Kavi.

                              ESHA
                    Why?

                              ADITI
                         (laughs)
                    Kavi is the equivalent of two
                    people, so obviously if giving him
                    the boat would be a waste of space

                              KAVI
                         (sarcastic laugh)
                    Ha Ha Ha

          Sabrina is the background takes off her t-shirt to bask in
          the sun. Kavi zooms on her

                              ESHA
                         (covers the camera)
                    Kavi there is no electricity on the
                    island, turn the camera off, we
                    won't be coming back to charge the
                    battery...

          Camera shuts down

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BOAT - DAY

          TOMAS has put Verdi's 'Requiem' on the Idock and he is
          standing at the mast orchestrating the instruments, its a
          musical moment as we see the others cheer him on, Tomas at
          the mast leading the vessel when suddenly he misses his
          balance and falls into the water

                              PIYUSH
                    SHIT!
                         (He gets up and starts taking
                         his shirt off)

          Kavi pans to see Tomas screaming

                              TOMAS
                    I cant swim!!

                              KAVI
                         (on camera murmurs)
                    OH MAN!

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BOAT - DAY

          Camera comes on we see the island in a distance. PARAS is
          strumming a tune on the banjo

                              REDDY
                    Ten minutes for island sir

          We see ESHA and SABRINA both put on their t-shirts, PIYUSH
          and PARAS start packing, VIVEK helps them PIYUSH walks up to
          the camera.

                              PIYUSH
                    In just a few moments, we'll be
                    reaching the island, it is said
                    that an Arab ship which had African
                    slaves onboard capsized, and those
                    slaves live on these islands, but
                    it is said that there is a tribe
                    that no one has seen till now
                    except the natives, and in one hour
                    we...
                         (the boat rocks suddenly)
                    What the fuck

          People start to scream. The boat shakes even more violently,
          Kavi puts the camera on the floor.

                              REDDY
                    Sir rocks crack boat, water filling

          We see feet of people scampering, water filling in

                              ESHA (OS)
                    Kavi pick up the camera

          We see Kavi's feet walking towards camera, another shake, he
          loses balance stumbles in front of the camera we see a hand
          help him up

                              ADITI
                    My bag

                              TOMAS
                    Paras! help me with my equipment

                              PARAS
                    Sabrina, you ok?

          Kalki screams, in a distance we see Paras helping Sabrina,
          Piyush and Esha are packing as much equipment as they can
          Kavi manages to get on his feet, picks up the camera,
          another big shake

                              KAVI
                    Oh fuuuuccccckkkkkkkkk

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - DAY

          The camera comes on we hear screaming (audio distorted)
          there is a mechanical/visual problem the camera shuts down

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - DAY

          The PLAY logo goes off and the red REC logo on the camera
          comes on. The camera comes on again the lens is fogged we
          see a hand wipe it, the audio is still distorted but
          clearing up with each passing second, we can make out Kavi
          is wiping the lens, Reddy is dragging in some equipment from
          the water, Piyush comes rushing up to Kavi and kneels down
          next to him

                              PIYUSH
                    Kavi, is the camera ok?

                              KAVI
                    I think so, check the audio

                              PIYUSH
                    Fuck the audio turn on the camera,
                    I want to record this

                              KAVI
                    Dude are you for real?

                              PIYUSH
                    Give it to me
                         (picks up the camera, Kavi
                         tries to stop him but Piyush
                         wrenches it out of his hand)

          The sound goes off we see Kalki lying on her back not
          moving, Vivek attempting CPR. Piyush zooms in on Kalki's
          unmoving face, Paras is opening a bag, water falls out off
          it, he takes out a bottle of water and splashes it on her
          face. Vivek is giving her mouth to mouth while Sabrina is
          pumping her heart, the sound in the camera comes back

                              VIVEK
                         (crying pleading)
                    Come on baby, come on, no no
                    no.....come on Kalki get up

          Vivek goes back to mouth to mouth, Sabrina pumps her again
          and Kalki coughs and turns, Vivek grabs her in his arms and
          just starts to sob

                              ESHA
                    She will be okay Vivek, excuse me
                         (looks straight into camera)
                    What the fuck are you doing?

                              VIVEK
                         (notices)
                    Are you bloody mad?
                         (lunges at the camera Piyush
                         ducks)

                              PIYUSH
                    Hey watch it, don't touch the
                    camera, we're here to make a
                    documentary and despite whatever
                    happens on this trip the camera
                    stays on

                              ESHA
                    Piyush, are u insane?

                              VIVEK
                         (sees Kalki sitting up goes
                         for Piyush)
                    You bastard

          Piyush sets the camera down and pushes him back, as the
          camera is put on the sand the sound gets muffled. The duo
          are scuffling, Paras, Kavi and Reddy get in to pull them
          away

                              PARAS
                    Piyush move aside

                              KAVI
                    Have you guys lost your minds?
                         (turns sees the camera walks
                         to it turns it off)

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - DAY

          The sound is crystal clear. Kavi is sitting the camera
          facing him in a low angle like he is holding it, Esha is
          next to him

                              ESHA
                    Whats the status?

                              KAVI
                    Half of the batteries are in the
                    water, we have twenty hours of
                    tapes and batteries, I was worried
                    about rain so I had packed them in
                    plastic bags and taped them, but
                    Piyush your bag...
                         (shrugs)
                    Esha....how far are we from our
                    island?

                              ESHA
                         (spreading out a wet map half
                         gone)
                    Honestly...I have no idea....

                              TOMAS
                    Thats odd

                              PARAS
                    What?

                              VIVEK
                    Look at the map, you'll understand

                              KAVI
                    What?

                              REDDY
                    Sir....this island not on the map

                              ADITI
                    What? What do you mean this island
                    isn't on the map?

                              SABRINA
                    Is he nuts?

                              ESHA
                    What do you mean?

                              REDDY
                         (points at the map)
                    This island......is somewhere here
                    (pointing to a place on the map
                    that shows only the Ocean)

                              PIYUSH
                    This is crazy

                              TOMAS
                    Its bloody impossible, look again!

          The camera zooms insanely close to where Reddy's finger is
          and shuts off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. ISLAND - DAY

                              KAVI(OS)
                    Esha?

                              ESHA
                    Yea?

                              KAVI
                    Piyush said that we have to record
                    everything...do you want me to keep
                    the camera on?

                              ESHA
                    For now yes....you go get some
                    footage, I'll go talk to
                    Piyush....Paras you go with
                    Kavi.....take Reddy with you

                              KAVI
                    Should I take Aditi too?

                              ESHA
                         (looks at Kavi, pauses)
                    Ok

                              KAVI
                    Aditi!
                         (Aditi looks up)
                    Come, we'll get some footage
                         (Aditi comes walking to him)

                              ADITI
                    Whatever footage we had till now is
                    all in the water. Luckily, we have
                    a backup hard disk in the hotel.

                              KAVI
                    You have such good ESP, will you
                    answer a question.

                              ADITI
                    What?

                              KAVI
                    What's the color of my underwear?

                              ADITI
                         (smiles)
                    Purple.
                         (smiles again)
                    And you know what's really sad
                    darling?

                              KAVI
                    What?

                              ADITI
                    I know you what's on your
                    mind...and if you want that...
                         (smiles and walks towards
                         Paras)

          Kavi picks up the camera disgruntled, Paras is ahead of him.

                              PARAS
                    Reddy anna, come

                              REDDY
                         (looking very dejected)
                    No Radio....boat gone

                              PARAS
                    The boat is insured right?

                              REDDY
                    Insurance money will come after two
                    months sir

                              KAVI
                    When will the coast guards reach?

                              REDDY
                    Sir, I didn't have time to send the
                    distress signal but in two days if
                    we haven't returned by younger son
                    will inform the coast guar...

                              PARAS
                    Wait a second no one knows we're
                    here?

                              REDDY
                    Sir we go to that island....
                    illegal.... not allowed, they will
                    cancel my permission sir

                              KAVI
                    You gotta be kidding me....wait a
                    second....Paras you heard....no
                    one's coming for us for two days,
                    and secondly if this island isn't
                    even on the map, how will anyone
                    know where to find us?

                              REDDY
                         (opens the map)
                    See sir, if we're here...then this
                    island is 4 kms away...tomorrow
                    morning we'll get to the north of
                    the island and then we can swim to
                    that island where there are people
                    who can lend us a boat

                              KAVI
                    4 kms? Have you seen my size?
                         (already puffing)
                    Come let's go tell everyone this
                    great news

          They start to walk back the camera goes off.

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - DAY

          The camera comes on its placed on the ground everyone is
          sitting around it

                              SABRINA
                    So we are stuck here on this island
                    for two days and no one will come
                    for us at least for two days or we
                    swim for four kilometers?

                              TOMAS
                    Looks like it and no one knows we
                    are here either

                              VIVEK
                    Everyone empty your bags here?

                              KALKI
                         (coughing violently)
                    Why?

                              TOMAS
                    We have to share and survive on
                    whatever rations we have

          Esha empties her bag. Maggi double packs drop off

                              KAVI
                    Maggi! Now we can stay here the
                    whole week

                              ADITI
                    Kavi do the math. We are ten...

                              PIYUSH
                    These fives packets, we can have at
                    least four meals

                              ESHA
                    How much water do we have?

                              SABRINA
                    Nine bottles

                              PIYUSH
                    Two people will have to share

                              ESHA
                    We will share

                              PIYUSH
                    Why we're doing chartiy now?

                              ESHA
                    Dont be an ass P

                              PARAS
                    Me and Piyush will share

                              PIYUSH
                    Oye dumbass its okay

                              VIVEK
                    We'll do it

                              PIYUSH
                    You arent part of this discussion

                              KALKI
                    Piyush we're all on this island,
                    and so we're all part of this
                    discussion

                              ESHA
                    Will you guys stop fighting?

                              SABRINA
                    Shake hands

                              ADITI
                    Yeah guys come on

                              TOMAS
                    Lemme roll a joint to that

                              PIYUSH
                    Before that we need some wood lets
                    make a bonfire and keep it
                    going...we will need our energy to
                    go to the north of the island
                    tomorrow
                         (The camera starts to beep and
                         flicker)

                              

                              KAVI
                    Battery

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - DAY

          The camera zooms to Esha and Piyush walking far away we get
          a smattering of the conversation every time Piyush raises
          his voice

                              PIYUSH
                    I've sold my bike Esha, there is no
                    going back for me

                              ESHA
                    Im our goddamn producer P I could
                    have taken it from dad

                              PIYUSH
                    Dont get your dad into it, he drops
                    in on every issue

                              ESHA
                    Come on P, be realistic

                              PIYUSH
                    I have nothing to go back to
                    Esha....I need to film everything,
                    this accident was an act of God,
                    maybe finally the man above wants
                    to help us out

          Tomas comes infront of the camera. Kavi zooms back

                              TOMAS
                         (offers him a joint)
                    Cheers man

                              KAVI
                         (smokes)
                    You really think there are tribals
                    on this island?

                              TOMAS
                    Well dude I'm listening to Reddy,
                    we go exploring in the day
                         (laughs takes the joint and
                         moves on to Kalki)
                    Ah, sorry you are asthmatic

          Sabrina takes it Kavi pans the camera starts walking towards
          the woods.....he sees Paras run in the woods, Sabrina passes
          the joint to Aditi and runs behind him.

                              KAVI
                         (mumbles)
                    Horny bastards

                              ADITI
                    Sour grapes huh darling?

                              KAVI
                    Eh Aditi. Stop this darling darling
                    business. I don't appreciate being
                    teased.

                              ADITI
                    Who said I was teasing, darling?

                              KAVI
                    Hello, my face may be my father's,
                    but my brains are from my mother.
                    You're only worried about Tomas'
                    greencard.

                              ADITI
                    Jealous?

                              KAVI
                    God, please make me a woman in my
                    next life.

                              ADITI
                         (laughs)
                    God, then please give him his
                    mother's face too

                              KAVI
                    God, if you're going to be doing
                    this much of a favour for me, then
                    give me a million dollars too

                              ADITI
                         (as she starts to walk
                         away...)
                    Well then it's fine if you give him
                    his father's face, darling
                         (she walks away)

          

          Kavi pans around.....zooming out getting a wide shot of the
          beach.....the sun is on the wane.....he walks into the
          woods......captures the light off trees......the
          foliage....the insects....... A blood curling scream comes
          out from the direction of Paras and Sabrina

                              SABRINA
                    AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEEEE
                    EEEEEEEIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ...... Get
                    me
                    outtttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
                    !!

          Kavi starts to run at first holding the camera on his
          shoulders, then slings it behind him and we see others
          running from up behind and passing him

                              ESHA
                         (passing him)
                    Take care of the camera

                              

          EXT. BEACH SIDE FOREST - DAY

          Kavi drops the camera knee length and starts to run as more
          screams come out, suddenly Kavi stops running..............
          pauses...............he points the camera..........we see
          fresh blood..........in patches...........a head of a wild
          boar..........the camera pans up.........we see Sabrina in a
          pit full of flesh.........salt covered flesh with flies
          buzzing.............. maggots............ Sabrina shivering
          as she is pulled out of the pit........... Kalki throws up
          .............Sabrina is hysterical as she is brought out,
          ripping off her blood covered t-shirt clawing at her skin

                              TOMAS
                    What the hell is this!

                              ADITI
                    Its flesh

                              VIVEK
                         (Opens his bottle of water)
                    Here

                              PIYUSH
                    No ....Esha.....

                              ESHA
                         (looks at Piyush, takes
                         Sabrina by the arm)
                    Come with me

                              PARAS
                    Take mine
                         (offers his bottle, Piyush
                         stops him)
                    Get lost Piyush

                              ESHA
                    He is right......Sabrina come......

          The camera pans back to the meat pit when a hand covers the
          lens

                              VIVEK
                    Will you shut off the god damn
                    camera

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - EVENING

          The camera comes on we see Vivek and Piyush in a distance
          trying to get the bonfire going. Esha, Kalki, Paras and
          Sabrina are together

                              ESHA
                    At least they are working together

                              KALKI
                    We are going to have to keep these
                    two apart for the next two days

                              PARAS
                    P is cool dont worry

                              KAVI
                    Me and Reddy are going to get some
                    shots and be back, I only hae
                    sunlight for ten more minutes...
                         (turns the camera Reddy was
                         standing behind him)
                    Shall we?

                              REDDY
                         (dejected)
                    Yes sir

          EXT. BEACH SIDE FOREST - EVENING

          Reddy starts to lead the way they start walking inside the
          woods. Reddy stops

                              REDDY (CONT'D)
                         (whispers)
                    Sir....
                         (looks around)

                              KAVI
                         (stands still...
                         pause....whispers)
                    what?

                              REDDY
                    Listen sir

                              KAVI
                         (pause)
                    What

                              REDDY
                    I heard something sir

                              KAVI
                         (normal speech)
                    What Reddy?

                              REDDY
                    Sir lets go back to the beach

                              KAVI
                    What happened

                              REDDY
                    Sir I've heard the stories of this
                    island...The people that live here
                    are not human...

                              KAVI
                    Why...animals live here?

                              REDDY
                    Sir....this island isn't good...I'm
                    sailor... from time I'm little
                    child.....let's go sir
                         (walks faster)

                              KAVI
                    Reddy....Reddy
                         (Reddy doesn't stop)
                    Man.. Why are you running,I didn't
                    even ask you the color of your
                    underwear

          Kavi starts to walk in, suddenly he stops.........pans to
          his right he senses some movement and some strange
          chattering sounds............Kavi starts to walk towards the
          sounds.......the sounds stop.......

                              KAVI (CONT'D)
                    Hello?....anyone there?

          The sound now comes from behind him........he
          turns..............no one.......he takes a step
          back.........hears a crunching sound.........pans
          down.........we see bones

                              KAVI (CONT'D)
                    shit....shit shit shit shit....

          He starts to run towards the beach like a maniac, trips and
          falls, the camera goes down with him, he scampers in front
          of the camera looks behind him and starts to run like a
          maniac

                              KAVI (CONT'D)
                         (he's screaming his head off)
                    
                    Piyush..............Piyush.........
                    .....

          Kavi disappears. We hear sounds..............deep throaty
          sounds chattering sounds...... a heavy buzz .....the sounds
          go away.......... Piyush, Esha, Kavi, Paras, Vivek, Tomas
          come from the woods. They walk to the camera. Piyush picks
          it up...... He rewinds the camera

          The screen rewinds......... it starts to play again from the
          point Kavi fell and ran away.......... a little more
          forward......... the sounds fill the screen.......... we see
          a volume icon of sound going to full........... the sounds
          fill up.

          Stop. The screen goes blank

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH SIDE FOREST - EVENING

          The camera comes on again. The camera looks like its hanging
          at knee length

                              KAVI
                    Piyush take me seriously man,
                    you're after the camera...but I'm
                    telling you I saw something I heard
                    it dude

                              PIYUSH
                    Kavi you're acting like a child,
                    we're here to document these tribes
                    and how is it going to help if
                    we're scared of them? i

                              ESHA
                    Kavi what did you see?

                              KAVI
                    Something....

                              ADITI
                    Kavi come lets take a walk..... it
                    could just be the lights playing
                    tricks on you. And Tomas'
                    goods...you know how good they are.

                              SABRINA
                    Guys lets just stay around here
                    near the fire...this place gives me
                    the creeps

                              PARAS
                         (puts his arms around her)
                    Relax it'll be alright

          Vivek comes holding a skull

                              VIVEK
                    These are human bones, this belongs
                    to a twelve year old kid...and
                    there are a lot more bodies there

                              PIYUSH
                    It could be a burial ground

                              VIVEK
                    If it was there wouldn't be teeth
                    marks on the bones

                              KALKI
                         (panic attack)
                    Oh my god oh my god........... I
                    wanna get out off here....... Vivek
                    get me out of here!!

                              SABRINA
                         (holds Kalki)
                    Shhhhh shhhhhhhh Kalki.....look at
                    me

          Piyush takes Vivek on the side, Reddy follows them

                              REDDY
                    Sir.....you all should stay on the
                    beach.... this is not good... now
                    they know that we are here...

                              PIYUSH
                    What people? And if they know,
                    where are they? After the Tsunami
                    who could've possibly survived?

                              PARAS
                    I read somewhere that these people
                    can adapt...they have known to
                    survive natural calamities before

                              PIYUSH
                    Then thats our film

                              ESHA
                    Piyush right now my agenda is
                    everyone's safety

                              PIYUSH
                         (takes off his haversack)
                    You think I'm irresponsible?
                         (takes out a gun from the
                         pack)
                    We are safe.....ok!

                              PARAS
                    That's Dad's

                              ESHA
                    What the hell are you doing with a
                    gun P?

                              PIYUSH
                         (looks at the camera)
                    Kavi you cant record this, we will
                    all go to jail, shut the camera off

                              VIVEK
                    Who the hell are you guys? And how
                    did you bring that gun this far?

                              ADITI
                    You've lost your mind P?

                              PIYUSH
                    Kavi shut the damn camera off.. The
                    screen goes blank

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

          The camera comes on a big pot of Maggi is being passed
          around along with a joint

                              TOMAS
                    I could stay here forever

                              PARAS
                    You could be lunch

                              KALKI
                    Its not funny Paras

                              SABRINA
                    He is only trying to lighten up the
                    mood Kalki

                              PIYUSH
                         (operating the camera)
                    Kavi cheer up nothing will happen
                    okay
                         (spots Esha tying a cloth on
                         Reddy's leg)
                    Reddy anna, what happened?

                              ESHA
                    The would is deep so the bleeding
                    has started again

                              ADITI
                         (gets up)
                    One second, I have a scarf
                         (takes out one and goes and
                         ties it on his leg gives him
                         the joint)
                    Finish this joint and go to sleep
                    peacefully

                              REDDY
                    Thank you madam
                         (Sabrina gets up)

                              SABRINA
                    Guys its a full moon who wants to
                    go swimming

                              PARAS
                         (gets up tearing off his
                         t-shirt )
                    Lets go. Sabrina grabs Kalki and
                    Vivek's hands.

                              SABRINA
                    Lets go guys!! Come be good sports.
                    Kalki and Vivek get up

                              VIVEK
                         (looks at Piyush)
                    Coming...sport!??

                              PIYUSH
                    Sure why not.....
                         (pans the camera to Esha)
                    Well darling

          Esha gets up smiles does a move like she is stripping for
          him

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    Thats my girl
                         (zooms in)
                    Esha takes off her top winks at him
                    and starts to run to the beach

                              ESHA
                    Coming??

          Piyush gets up

                              PIYUSH
                         (points the camera to his
                         face)
                    Okay kiddies this part is for
                    adults only

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

          The camera comes on its totally dark.....we hear the same
          audio we had heard when Kavi had discovered the bones. We
          see a black screen

                              PIYUSH
                         (whispers)
                    Esha.....

                              ESHA
                    hmmmm

                              PIYUSH
                    Esha.....someone's here

                              ESHA
                    What?

                              PIYUSH
                    Shhh.....how do you turn the camera
                    on nightmode?

                              ESHA
                    Do...

          We hear her hand on the camera......the camera comes on in
          night vision mode. Piyush starts to pan the camera
          slowly.....we see the sleeping forms of Paras and Sabrina
          near the fire.......Vivek and Kalki.......

                              ESHA (CONT'D)
                    There's no one

                              PIYUSH
                    Shhh
                         (Pans to Tomas and
                         Aditi......)

                              ESHA
                    Go to sleep

                              PIYUSH
                    One second
                         (Pans
                         around.....sand.........)

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    Where is Reddyi?

                              ESHA
                    In front, to the right

          Piyush starts to pan.......zooms gets Reddys
          face......starts to pan down.......covers over his
          torso........body shakes......he pans down and
          zooms........a blood soaked face with translucent skin no
          hair very sharp teeth looks up from Reddy's thigh

                              PIYUSH
                    AAAYEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!

          He drops the camera and starts to run towards Reddy. Reddy
          gets up from his stupor looks down and screams bloody murder

                              REDDY
                    AAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRGHHHHHHHH!!

          PARAS Comes running holding a burning wooden log Kavi picks
          up the camera puts on the light of the camera he manages to
          catch a figure running away into the woods.......... the
          sounds ............ the chattering increases......... Piyush
          puts his around Reddy and gets him up.........

                              PIYUSH
                    Pack your things........
                         (runs and gets his gun)
                    Run run run...............

          (He starts to run with Reddy on his arm, Paras helping out

                              SABRINA
                    What happened?
                         (looks at Reddy)
                    Oh fuck

                              KALKI
                         (screams)
                    What's happening?

                              VIVEK
                    Get out of here

                              ESHA
                    Kavi get your stuff now

                              TOMAS
                         (takes the camera)
                    I got it

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          We come back to a dark screen we hear sounds of running,
          panicky panting and heaving breath sounds like a group of
          people has been running

                              ESHA
                    Tomas turn on the camera light

                              TOMAS
                    I can't find the damn button it's
                    bloody dark

                              KAVI
                    Give it to me
                         (we hear sounds)

          The light comes on we see everyone totally out off breath
          and scared beyond words, they turn to see Reddy who just
          sits down, blood is running down his leg

                              PIYUSH
                         (mumbles)
                    One thing's for sure

                              ESHA
                    What?

                              PIYUSH
                    They aren't vegetarians

                              KALKI
                    That is sick

                              PARAS
                    Do you always have to be an asshole
                    bro?
                         (Piyush grabs his face digging
                         his fingers into his cheeks
                         and pushes him back)

                              VIVEK
                    Just one second, everyone shut up

          Eveyone stops, listening....... no sound except the jungle

                              VIVEK (CONT'D)
                    I can't hear anything

                              KALKI
                    You sure there's something behind
                    us?

                              TOMAS
                    No..... but we dont have much time

                              PIYUSH
                    Lets move... as fast as we can
                         (stops)
                    one second

                              SABRINA
                    Now what?

                              PIYUSH
                    Grab anything you can, stick,
                    stone... kuch bhi.... Vivek... You
                    Kalki, Sabrina and Paras walk in
                    front of the camera light, Esha,
                    Gabby you both on either side of
                    Kavi, Tomas and I will cover you
                    guys from the back
                         (cocks his gun)

                              VIVEK
                    Reddy

                              REDDY
                    Yes sir?

                              VIVEK
                    Is there anothe way to leave this
                    island?

                              REDDY
                    In the morning, during low tide,
                    north of the island...
                         (points)
                    there is another island, tomorrow
                    during low tide we can run towards
                    the other island

                              VIVEK
                    How many kilometers from here?

                              REDDY
                    Severn or eight kilometers

          The chattering sounds start again. Piyush bends down on his
          knees and gives Reddy a swiss army knife

                              KALKI
                    What's happening?

          Reddy starts to weep holding the knife

                              PIYUSH
                    I'm sorry

                              SABRINA
                    What....what's going on?

                              ESHA
                    P?

                              PIYUSH
                    Let's go

                              ESHA
                    And Reddy?

                              PIYUSH
                    We can't take Reddy with us

                              VIVEK
                    Who the hell are you to decide,
                    Paras and I will carry him

                              PIYUSH
                    He will slow us down.....we have to
                    cover 8 kilometers ki and.......
                         (disgusted)
                    those things are after us....we
                    dont have time

          We start hearing the same chattering sounds Vivek supports
          Reddy, Paras moves in to help

                              VIVEK
                    Now lets go

          They start to run forward The sounds let louder........
          LOUDER....... and CLOSER...... They are wildly running into
          the jungle Reddy stumbles, Vivek and Paras both go down with
          him, they stop turn around, one of the creatures reaches
          them and squeals like his is calling the others. Piyush
          shoots at him, he misses, the creature comes at him, Piyush
          takes aim and shoots his head off blowing it to pieces

                              PIYUSH
                    RUN RUN RUN.....KAVI LIGHTS OFF!

          We see everyone doing a mad scramble into the woods for
          safety as the lights go off........we hear running in the
          darkness.............

                              ESHA
                         (screams in the dark)
                    aaaargghhh

                              PIYUSH
                    Esha?

                              ESHA
                    I'm ok

          Running sounds again in the dark
                    

                              REDDY
                    
                    AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
                    AAAAAAAAAA
                         (from a distance)

          

          The running stops.

          The camera comes on in night mode and starts to zoom in the
          distance. Camera is low on the ground. Kavi is crouching
          with it. He pans left to right and we see everyone hiding in
          the bushes.

                              VIVEK
                    We have to get Reddy. Paras, walk
                    with me.

                              KALKI
                    Vivek, no.

                              VIVEK
                    We still have time. They haven't
                    come yet

                              KALKI
                    Someone else can go

          Sounds get louder.

                              REDDY
                    Sir please sir...save me. Don't
                    leave me here. Sir...
                         (starts to cry. Speaks in his
                         native language)
                    I dont want to die

                              VIVEK
                    That's it. I'm going

                              ESHA
                    WAIT! I saw something. Kavi, pan
                    right.
                         (Kavi pans to the right)
                    No Kavi, a little bit more.
                         (Pans a little bit more. Reddy
                         groans)

          Camera points toward foilage. There is no movement.

                              SABRINA
                    Wait a second, to the left.
                         (camera pans, We see movement
                         in the bushes)

          Everyone is breathing hard. The atmosphere is pregnant with
          anticipation.

                              PIYUSH
                    Pull back, pull back, pull back!

          As the frame starts to pull back. We see a creature appear
          from the bushes. Half in shadows. Reddy starts to scream.

                              REDDY
                    No, no, no - wait!

          We see Reddy on his back cowering in fear as they start to
          come near him......Reddy tries to fend them off with a knife
          they keep escaping him

                              KALKI
                    Oh god..oh god...oh god

          Reddy cuts into his leg

                              REDDY
                    AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

          Reddy takes out a a piece of flesh offering it to the
          creatures, he is crying..........They start to grab at him,
          Reddy keeps swinging the knife till one creature goes for
          his neck and bites a chunk off

                              ESHA
                         (crying...whispering)
                    Shut off the camera....shut it off

          The camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          We see Kalki having an asthmatic attack, Vivek is trying to
          calm her down sitting her up.......the camera is on night
          vision mode

                              VIVEK
                    Calm down..... just breathe.....
                    take a deep breath...... that's my
                    girl..... slowly.... slowly...
                    that's right

                              ESHA
                    Kavi turn the lights on

                              PARAS
                    Are you mad?

                              ESHA
                    There's no one behind us and we
                    need to figure out where we are so
                    we need the light

                              PIYUSH
                    Kavi
                         (nods)

          The light comes on,

          Paras puts his arm on Sabrina she winces and pulls
          away.....Paras looks at her

                              PARAS
                    Hey....hang on....Kavi.....bring
                    the light here

          Kavi points the light to her, her shoulder is bleeding

                              PIYUSH
                    Paras cover it up...

                              PARAS
                    What?

          Piyush grabs Aditi's skirt and rips it out a piece

                              ADITI
                    What the hell?

                              PIYUSH
                    They will smell her blood....we
                    need to cover it
                         (Piyush hands the piece to
                         Paras who ties up the gash on
                         Sabrina's shoulder) Piyush
                         walks to Vivek

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    How is she?

                              VIVEK
                    Give her a minute and if you guys
                    are in a hurry, then you carry on

                              KALKI
                         (coughs)
                    Don't tell him that, he'll actually
                    walk away

                              PIYUSH
                    When I said to leave Reddy behind,
                    you all became Gandhi-like, now
                    look

                              ESHA
                    We need to leave from here

                              PARAS
                    Which way is North.....
                         (They all look around. Look
                         up.)

                              PIYUSH
                    There are too many clouds.....I
                    cant find the North star

                              TOMAS
                    Reddy pointed that way
                         (points to his right)

                              ADITI
                    You're getting confused, I'm sure
                    it was this way

          Everyone is lost.....suddenly the light goes
          off.............pitch darkness

                              SABRINA
                    What the hell?

                              VIVEK
                    What happened?

                              KAVI
                         (confused we hear him smacking
                         the camera)
                    I think there's a loose connection

          Suddenly we hear a high pitch sound of the creature

                              KALKI
                         (screams)
                         Viveekkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

          

          Piyush fires a shot in the air....in the flash of light we
          see two creatures.....ONE IS ATTACKING KALKI.....Piyush
          shoots one.............another flash......the second
          creature is advancing towards Aditi..........Piyush
          fires............flash............misses the
          creature............the camera lights come on............the
          creature goes straight for Kavi............Kavi screams and
          hits the creature with the camera............Piyush fires
          kills the second creature...........he relaxes a high pitch
          sound comes from behind him as another creature goes
          straight for Piyush's throat......everyone screams.....
          Piyush turns and fires the creatures head is blown
          off........we hear a loud sound from the right of screen
          Piyush turns and fires in panic..........the camera turns
          the light falls on Kalki..........Piyush has shot her by
          mistake

                              VIVEK
                    
                    Noooooooo..............Kalki....Kal
                    ki.............
                         (grabs Kalki whose neck has
                         been shot the blood simply
                         seeps through his fingers)
                    
                    aaaaaaaaaaaaaaggggggghhhhhhhhhhhhhh
                    hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
                         (she goes limp)
                    Kalki...........no no no no no
                         (kisses her hugs
                         her...........)

          Everyone is shocked still.........Piyush's gun slips from
          his hand

                              TOMAS
                         (whimpering)
                    shit....shit......shit....shit

          Esha comes from behind Vivek and touches his shoulder

                              ESHA
                    Vivek....Im so....

                              VIVEK
                    screw you
                         (pushes her)
                    screw you all.............

          Vivek puts Kalki's limp body down and gets up and screams as
          he lunges at Piyush

                              KAVI
                    Vivek nahin

          Kavi moves to stop Vivek, the camera falls down we see Vivek
          punching Piyush who doesn't stop him, Paras and Tomas grab
          Vivek and pull him away, Vivek is howling and screaming and
          going totally outta control, Sabrina grabs Vivek and slaps
          him hard

                              SABRINA
                    You wanna get everyone killed?

                              VIVEK
                    I don't care

                              SABRINA
                    You been married to Kalki for one
                    year, I have known her for fifteen
                    so you have no idea how I feel
                    Vivek....so shut your mouth or I
                    swear to god I will shoot you
                    myself..

          We hear the creature sounds in a distance

                              ESHA
                         (runs to the camera)
                    They have heard our voices

                              KAVI
                    The Camera light.....shit!
                         (runs to the camera and
                         switches it off)

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          The camera comes on, it's at ground level. The night vision
          mode is on. We can see two creatures through the foliage
          they are looking around SABRINA coughs. The camera pans a
          little to the right we see Sabrina

                              KAVI
                    shhhh

          We see Paras's hand clamp Sabrina's mouth

          The two creatures are looking around........their sounds add
          to the horror of the moment....

                              PIYUSH
                         (whispers)
                    Esha....Esha

                              VIVEK
                    shhhh

                              PIYUSH
                         (whispers)
                    Where is Esha?

                              PARAS
                    She's not here
                         (whispering)
                    She was behind you

                              KAVI
                    Will you guys shut up!

                              ESHA
                    AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIII
                         (her scream from a distance
                         tears the whispered silence)

          The creatures stop, they turn their head in the other
          direction. Piyush gets out from his hiding place and runs

                              KAVI
                    Shit....shit....shit....shit
                         (gets up and starts to run
                         after Piyush, Paras over takes
                         him)

                              PARAS
                    The noise is coming from there.

          The two are running guardedly......Paras is ahead of the
          camera, we hear Tomas's voice behind the camera

                              TOMAS
                         (whispering)
                    Kavi.........Kavi...........

          From a distance we hear Esha

                              ESHA
                    
                    PIIIIYYUUSSSSSSSSSSSSSSHHHHHHHHHHHH
                    HHHHHHHHHH

          The group realizes its coming from the right they change
          course. They run through woods, at one point of time they
          catch sight of Piyush, who then vanishes from their view as
          he runs deeper....

                              PARAS
                    Piyush......P......
                         (whispering.....hoping Piyush
                         will stop running)

          BANG

          They hear a gun shot. Paras sees Piyush lying on the ground
          his gun still pointed ahead off him, a creature lies
          dead....Piyush's eyes are crazed as he points his gun in
          Paras's direction

                              PARAS (CONT'D)
                    Piyush.....Dont't shoot.....it's me
                         (out off breath)

          Another scream rips the air

                              ESHA
                    
                    AAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
                    IIIIIIII

                              SABRINA
                         (comes in frame along with
                         Tomas and Aditi)
                    Esha!

          They all start running in that direction, Vivek catches up
          with them he is carrying a thick stick with is slightly
          pointed. The group runs and reaches the spot, we see Esha
          fighting off two creatures, she is banging the head of one
          with a stone while the other one is tries to bite her Piyush
          and Vivek charge at the creature, Piyush throws himself on
          the creature and rolls off Esha. Piyush is with his back on
          the ground the creature is on top off him, Kavi who is still
          holding the camera comes charging at the creature and kicks
          the creature who turns and looks straight at him just then
          Vivek comes and hits the creature with the stick, the
          creature leaves Piyush and jumps at Vivek. Sabrina is
          screaming as the creature comes at her, Paras pushes the
          creature away as they were in his path. Vivek sees the
          creature to be the embodiment responsible for Kalki's death
          he goes crazy, the creature hits Vivek hard who goes
          sprawling

                              VIVEK
                    Light......turn on the light

          Kavi fumbles switching off the night mode but the light
          doesnt come on..

                              VIVEK (CONT'D)
                    Kavi! Light!

                              KAVI
                    Shit.. Shit.. why isn't the light
                    turning on man.. Shit

          Suddenly aditi comes charging with a small still camera
          continously flashing the flash.. The flashing light
          disorients the creature who snarls looking at the camera and
          comes straight to attack Aditi, but Vivek grabs the
          creatures leg bringing him down, Aditi keeps flashing we see
          in flashes, that was the moment everyone was waiting for,
          they all charge at the creature, Vivek finds his stick and
          impales the creatures back, pulls out the stick as the
          creature turns around pawing, scratching Paras's leg badly,
          Esha hurls the rock at the creature, Piyush grabs the
          creatures arms, Sabrina finds a sharp rock and hits the
          creature in the face, the force is such that Piyush is
          knocked off balance and he and the creature fall off the
          zone of light off the camera. Vivek and Paras rush to Piyush
          and melee the creature. We hear a blood curling howl/snarl
          emitted by the creature.. We see this whole sequence in the
          Flashes of the STILL CAMERA By the time Kavi's camera light
          turns on, the creature is lying almost motionless its legs
          twitching with each time Vivek hits in with the stick again
          and again and again

                              PIYUSH
                         (holding Vivek back)
                    It's ok.....it's ok.....let it
                    go.....let it go

          Vivek breaks down and starts to cry Piyush goes to Esha,
          holds her as she starts to sob in his arms

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    Are you okay?

          After a moment Aditi looks at everyone

                              ADITI
                    We need to get going guys

                              TOMAS
                    I have no clue where we are

                              PIYUSH
                    Let's walk this way
                         (points to the left)

                              VIVEK
                    What's there?

                              PIYUSH
                    I don't know, do you have an better
                    ideas?

          Aditi starts to walk in the direction

                              ESHA
                         (follows)
                    Let's go

          The battery starts to blink a warning signal

                              KAVI
                    Shit

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          The camera comes on its in night mode. We see the group
          standing around the body of the dead creature.

                              ESHA
                    I'm not doing this..

                              PIYUSH
                    We have to.. they'll come following
                    our smell.

                              ADITI
                    It's disgusting! P, how do you know
                    that this will stop them from
                    following us?

                              PARAS
                    It's worth a shot.

                              TOMAS
                    I dont care as long as it keeps
                    them away.
                         (he starts to rub the
                         creatures blood onto himself)
                    It's not so bad guys
                         ((offers it to Aditi)

                              ADITI
                    Ew! Stay away from me Tomas! You
                    smell disgusting!

          Vivek comes to the body and starts rubbing it on himself.

                              KAVI
                    Dude.. I'm going to die from this
                    disgusting antiseptic cream... but
                    I have no intention of being eaten
                    alive
                         (Camera moves towards the
                         body)

          Camera goes off

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          We see the group walking fast but as quietly as possible,
          the only sound is their breathing

                              ESHA
                         (stops and whispers)
                    listen

          Slowly as our ears get accustomed to the silence we start
          hearing the menacing sound of the
          creatures..........everyone freezes........Piyush starts to
          walk further.......his gun drawn out.......he walks further
          very very cautiously........the sounds get louder and
          louder.......he stops..........we realise he is on the edge
          of a steep fall, Piyush looks down and he turns to the
          group/camera his fingers on his lips.......points
          down......below in the small ravine like break we see 7-8
          creatures, among them one looks to be pregnant........Kavi
          looks around Tomas spots a huge tree truck that has fallen
          across this fissure, its covered with moss and dew One by
          one they now have to undertake going across the trunk with
          the creatures below them......Piyush goes first.......he
          looks hard at what the camera shows him to make sure he has
          understood the trunk and starts making his way across
          it.....standing at first.......then he gets down on his
          knees and finally......torturously slowly makes his
          way.......Esha is next......at times a creature does look
          up.....Esha lies down on the trunk to conceal
          herself......Piyush points to Kavi next.......he motions to
          Kavi to throw the camera. Kavi's answer is negative because
          Piyush is insistent.......the camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          The camera is now on the other side, we see Paras and Aditi
          are also on the other side.......Vivek is coming when a
          piece of the trunk falls down........the creatures look up,
          there is a massive disturbance among them...........finally
          after what seems like an eternity, Aditi signals Vivek to
          start moving, Vivek makes his way though.

                              KAVI
                    Guys!! Topless chick!

          Kavi starts moving, he makes good progress but mid-way the
          trunk creaks.......because of his bulk Kavi can't hide
          himself......the creatures see him, Kavi starts to rush
          forward.......he slips.........he manages to hang on

                              PIYUSH
                    Kavi
                         (whispering)
                    Hold on

          Kavi starts to slip faster, a creature gets hold of his leg
          and then they start to pull

                              ESHA
                    No no...... no.........
                    Kaviiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

          Kavi goes down, he is surrounded by the creatures, he starts
          to back into the wall they start to surround him, the
          pregnant looking creature goes straight at Kavi and bites at
          his chest, Piyush cocks his gun

                              VIVEK
                    No.......
                         (tries to grab Piyush who
                         shoots)

          BANG

          The female creature goes down. The creatures howl and snarl
          trying to jump out off the ravine

                              VIVEK (CONT'D)
                    You asshole they've seen us

                              PIYUSH
                         (pushes away Vivek)
                    Screw you.....Kavi run....run
                    Kavi.....

          Kavi starts to run

                              PARAS
                    Esha turn on the light

          Esha puts on the light to guide Kavi. Kavi is making a dash
          for it when a creature accosts him from the front and jumps
          on Kavi who goes down...........

                              KAVI
                    Nooooooooooooooooo

          Piyush takes aim..............

                              PARAS
                    Do it

          Piyush's hands are shaking....................Kavi is
          screaming in pain, more and more creatures surround Kavi,
          they start tearing him apart....Kavi screams.......Piyush
          shoots, misses...........takes aim..............shoots
          again................Kavi stops screaming................
          Sabrina screams, Paras pans the camera a creature has
          appeared at their level, Piyush rushes at the creature and
          shoots him and they start to make a mad run for it.

          The camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          The camera is on we find the group hidden in a small shell
          like structure between rocks....the camera is on the
          ground.....its raining

                              ESHA
                    There's only one way to reach the
                    island

                              VIVEK
                    How?

                              PIYUSH
                    We will have to break up in groups
                    of two, one group will go this way
                         (points)
                    and the second that way
                         (points)
                    whichever group sees the other
                    island first, will lead the others
                    towards it

                              ADITI
                    Yeah, but how do we contact each
                    other?

                              TOMAS
                         (taking out mini microphones
                         from the bag)
                    With this

                              ADITI
                    Ok then...... Tomas, Sabrina will
                    go in that direction

                              PARAS
                    Me too

                              PIYUSH
                    You stay with me

                              PARAS
                    When did you start getting
                    emotional, bro
                         (smirks)

                              PIYUSH
                         (starts to say something but
                         stops himself)
                    Fine. Be careful

                              ESHA
                    You guys keep talking we will keep
                    hearing you
                         (Tomas mics up Aditi and
                         Paras)

                              VIVEK
                    We will walk in a straight line,
                    and whoever finds the beach first
                    will backtrack and meet at the
                    waterfall

                              PIYUSH
                    If there's any danger, come right
                    back, I dont want you taking
                    chances

                              PARAS
                         (shrugs off Piyush's hand on
                         his shoulder)
                    Whatever

                              ESHA
                         (puts on earphones)
                    Say something Paras

                              ADITI
                    I gotta pee

          Nervous laughter

                              TOMAS
                    Come on we will find you a spot

                              ADITI
                    Dont want you hearing me pee

                              ESHA
                         (crosses her heart)
                    I promise......I won't hear...the
                    range of the mics are good enough
                    for two kilo meters. And don't go
                    further than that.

          The groups climb over the rocks and walk towards a small
          waterfall, at the base of the waterfall they separate, we
          see Tomas, Aditi, Sabrina and Paras start to move. Paras
          stops, turns around...

                              PARAS
                    Esha, you take care of P. Ok?

          Esha gives him a hug. Paras runs to catch up Tomas and the
          rest.

                              VIVEK
                    Give me the gun, you won't be able
                    to handle of the Gun and camera

          Piyush gives Vivek the gun.

                              PIYUSH
                    There's only one bullet left, so if
                    you dont have a shot dont shoot.

          The three start to walk......the rain is very heavy.

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                         (asks Esha) Can you hear them?

                              ESHA
                    Ya, Paras is talking

                              PIYUSH
                    Big boy huh

                              ESHA
                    At least he found a girlfriend

                              VIVEK
                    Move faster guys

                              ESHA
                    The moon is out, turn the camera
                    off for a bit, we dont have any
                    more batteries

          Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          The camera comes on. Esha is listening

                              ESHA
                    They have found a cave...Listen
                         (offers the headphone)

                              PARAS
                    Bro this is a huge cave......its
                    ancient.......

                              SABRINA
                    Paras look......

                              ADITI
                    No Tomas
                    NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

          We can hear Aditi and Sabrina screaming. We hear static on
          all dialogues.

                              ADITI (CONT'D)
                    
                    TOMAAAAAAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
                    SSS

                              SABRINA
                    NOOOOOOOOOOO NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                              PARAS
                    NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                              PARAS
                    TOMASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
                    SSSSSS! Bro, they got Tomas they
                    got Tomas bro!

                              PIYUSH
                    LETS GO!

                              VIVEK
                    Where?

                              PIYUSH
                    To help them!

                              VIVEK
                    They are as good as dead, we will
                    all die there

                              ESHA
                         (slaps him hard)
                    Would you say this if Kalki was
                    here?

          Vivek snaps into reality. We keep hearing the screaming on
          the microphone

                              ADITI
                    Noooooo! The tunnels closed in

          We hear rocks falling They start to run. Camera goes off

                                                          CUT TO:

          INT. CAVE - NIGHT

          We can hear sounds coming from the cave, the camera is in
          night mode.

                              PIYUSH
                         (passes the camera to Vivek)
                    Give me the gun, and when I say
                    turn the light switch on

          The three creep slowly into the cave.

                              ESHA
                    PARAS

          We hear sounds......sounds like ESHAAAAAA........
          PIYUSSSSSHHHH

                              PIYUSH
                    Turn on the light

          The light comes on we see a huge cave, the sounds seem to be
          coming from behind some rocks.......

                              ESHA
                    ┬áThey are behind these rocks

          Vivek sets the camera down, the three get to work, removing
          rocks and rubble

                              PARAS
                    Bro thank god
                         (we hear Aditi and Sabrina
                         crying in the back)

                              ESHA
                    Its okay...its okay

          Piyush goes and picks up the camera and points it inside the
          tunnel with the light, we see Paras at the other end,
          Tomas's bloody body a creature next to him.

                              PIYUSH
                    Come lets go

                              PARAS
                    Aditi come.....come

          Aditi starts to slide out off the tunnel, Piyush sets the
          camera down grabs her and hugs her tight, Esha sees him

                              ESHA
                    Sabrina

          Sabrina starts to slither in the tunnel her face is
          panicky.....its a tight fit.....suddenly she panics and
          freezes

                              SABRINA
                    Im stuck, I can't......I can't
                    HELPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

                              PIYUSH
                         (puts the camera in the
                         tunnel)
                    Sabrina calm down just see the
                    light, see the light, just breathe
                    easy now....see the
                    light.....that's my girl and now
                    start coming

          As Sabrina starts to come the debris in the tunnel start to
          cave in faster We hear the sounds of the creature from the
          other side of the tunnel Esha panics

                              ESHA
                    Oh god Paras........Sabrina come
                    quick

                              SABRINA
                         (crying)
                    I cant.....I cant

                              PIYUSH
                         (panicking but in control)
                    Its okay you can do it
                         (we see Paras standing behind
                         Sabrina he sees the creatures
                         coming, the debris are falling
                         on Sabrina)
                    Faster Sabrina, please god faster!

          Sabrina somehow makes it as the tunnel starts to fill in

                              PARAS
                    Bro!

                              PIYUSH
                    Paras.....hurry bro, hurry!
                         (his voice breaks)
                    Paras

          Paras jumps in the tunnel we can see the creatures behind
          him, one grabs his leg, Paras screams, kicks the creature
          and starts to slide faster, the tunnel starts to cave in
          faster

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                              PARASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

          Paras is halfway when the tunnel starts to cave in. Paras
          gives one last look straight into the camera.....seeing
          Piyush for the last time........manages a weak smile and
          then opens his mouth to scream. The tunnel caves in totally.
          The camera is dark, we hear cries and screams of Piyush,
          Esha, Aditi and Sabrina.

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

          Camera comes on, it is lying on the ground. The rain has
          stopped. Piyush is sitting like a lost man

                              PIYUSH
                         (screams)
                    
                    AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
                    HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
                    HHH

          Vivek grabs his mouth and closes it

                              VIVEK
                    
                    SHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
                    HHH

                              PIYUSH
                    I'm sorry. I'm so so so sorry

                              ESHA
                         (holds him)
                    Its okay baby its okay

                              SABRINA
                         (crying)
                    I wanna go home

          Aditi hugs her and holds her as they both cry. The creature
          sounds start creeping up again.

                              PIYUSH
                         (gets up)
                    Let's go home
                         (picks up the camera puts it
                         on night mode)
                    Can you hear?

          In the silence we hear the sea

                              ESHA
                    I can hear the sea

                              VIVEK
                    Lets go

                              PIYUSH
                         (picks up a stick, throws one
                         to Esha, one to Aditi, takes
                         off his shirt and wraps it
                         around the stick, takes out a
                         lighter and lights it)
                    This is it guys.....you guys stay
                    here..I will divert them......as
                    soon as they come after me, make a
                    run for it
                         ((throws the gun to Vivek) )
                    You'll need this

                              ESHA
                    No Piyush!

                              PIYUSH
                    I have to do this darling. I'm so
                    so sorry.

                              ESHA
                         (turns to Aditi)
                    Please stop him.

                              ADITI
                         (she remains silent...then
                         speaks)
                    Esha, come with me. Piyush is
                    right.

          Esha breaks down. Hugs Piyush. She gives a betrayed look to
          Aditi.

                              VIVEK
                         (Hands the gun to Piyush)
                    Hold this. You need this more than
                    me.

          Before anyone can react, Vivek runs screaming to the left,
          away from the sea

                              VIVEK
                    
                    AAAAAAAAAAAAYEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
                    EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

          The creature sounds start, Vivek starts to run as further
          away from them as he can, the camera catches the creatures
          starting to come out. Vivek keeps running and running,
          hitting one of the creatures with his stick lighting the
          creature which howls

                              PIYUSH
                         ((Snaps to action) )
                    Let's go!

          The four start to run. They make a mad dash for the beach as
          they reach it they finally come to the shore. In the
          distance we hear a last scream from Vivek. Suddenly in the
          distance Piyush spots three creatures he immediately runs to
          a huge tree and the four somehow manage to scramble under
          the roots covering themselves up with barks. Piyush manages
          to tie the roots with some stray vines enclosing them. He
          drags a few pieces of wooden trucks and trusses them against
          the roots inside their temporary shelter. We can hear the
          creatures outside, their guttural sounds closing in Esha
          holds Piyush tight.

          BANG. A creature crashes against the temporary shelter.
          BANG. It crashes again. With each bang everyone in the
          temporary shelter gives a shudder. BANG. From the right
          BANG. From the left BANG. Front and center. Sabrina is
          shivering..... silence............. the sounds seem to be
          going away BANG Aditi CLASPS HER HAND OVER SABRINA'S MOUTH
          TO STOP HER FROM SCREAMING.

          Piyush has been holding Esha tight in his arms. We see Aditi
          looking at them. Finally after sometime there are no sounds

                              PIYUSH
                         (whispers into Esha's ears)
                    I love you

          She looks at him crying silently and nods. Piyush unties the
          knots and removes the pieces of wood......looks out with his
          camera in night vision mode.......there is no one on the
          shore

          EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

          The four scramble madly at the shore looking for the boat,
          they finally come to the boat, Piyush puts on the light.

                              ESHA
                         (groans)
                    Nooooooooooooo

          We see its the rubber dingy from their boat that cannot take
          more than two people

                              SABRINA
                         (breaks down)
                    No no no I ......this cant be
                    happening.....I dont wanna die
                    here.

          The creature sounds start coming from the trees which border
          the beach

          Suddenly Aditi makes a move towards Piyush who is holding
          the camera

                              PIYUSH
                    What the...

          Aditi takes out the gun

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    No Aditi, baby no...

          Puts the camera down and rushes to her

                              ESHA
                    Aditi what are you doing?

                              ADITI
                         (her hands are shivering, she
                         puts the gun to her head)

                              SABRINA
                    Aditi noooooooooo

                              PIYUSH
                    Don't be crazy Aditi, we have to
                    get out of here

                              ADITI
                         (shivering)
                    I don't wanna die....I Dont......

          she moves the gun away from her head and points it to Esha

                              PIYUSH
                    ADITI have you gone mad

                              ESHA
                    You bitch

          Esha takes a step towards her

                              ADITI
                    Stop

                              PIYUSH
                    Don't do this...give me the gun

                              ADITI
                         (breathing hard)
                    .....no......uh......

          she starts to run towards the rubber boat....suddenly swings
          swings around and points the gun towards Sabrina and shoots
          her point blank in the head and runs and sits in the boat

          The sound resonates LOUD.

                              PIYUSH
                    Aditiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

          ESHA holds a dead Sabrina in her hands

                              PIYUSH
                    Esha....Esha....
                         (snaps her off her shock)
                    Take the camera and get in the boat
                         (hands her the camera)
                    Go go go......

          The creatures start to come Piyush puts the camera on the
          boat. Esha and Aditi are on the boat Piyush starts to push
          the boat.

                              ADITI
                    I'm sorry
                         (touches her shoulder)

                              ESHA
                    Shut up

          Esha pushes her hand back, grabs the paddle and starts to
          paddle. Piyush is pushing the boat in sea.

                              ESHA (CONT'D)
                    Piyush tum...

                              PIYUSH
                    I'm coming....paddle karti karho

          Aditi too takes a paddle and start to paddle, Piyush keeps
          pushing.....

                              PIYUSH (CONT'D)
                    Go go go go

          Urging them to paddle faster in the distance we see one of
          the creatures get in the water. The water level is now near
          Piyush's neck. Piyush lets go off the boat with one final
          push and turns around

                              ESHA
                    Piyussssssssssssssssssshhhhhhhhhhhh
                    hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
                    Nooooooooooooooooooooooo
                         ((she tries to jump in the
                         water but Aditi grabs her) )
                    Let me go

                              ADITI
                    Esha no

          The two struggle, Esha pushes her away grabs the camera and
          zooms on Piyush. Piyush takes out his knife and as the
          creatures come at him, the boat keeps getting further away
          as Aditi keeps paddling.

                              ESHA
                    Noooooooo
                         (We see Piyush take down one
                         creature but more and more
                         start converging on him, Esha
                         puts the camera down with a
                         determined look on her face)
                    We have to go back for him Aditi

                              ADITI
                    No

          She keeps paddling and lunges foward and switches the camera
          off

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. SEA - NIGHT

          The camera comes on again.

                              ADITI
                    Did you hear that noise?

                              ESHA
                         (stops paddling)
                    Wheren?

                              ADITI
                         (gets up as she looks around
                         trying to locate the sound)
                    Listen

          Suddenly the boat shakes, Aditi stumbles but falls in the
          boat, a hand comes from behind her grabs her and pulls her
          in the water

                              ADITI
                    AAAAAAAAAAAAIIII

          There is a lot of struggle in the water and Aditi's severed
          leg comes flying in the boat

                              ESHA
                         (screams)
                    
                    Aditi..............AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
                    HHHHHHHHHHH

          Esha picks up the paddle and spots a head of a creature
          trying to come in, hits it, she sees another from behind
          hits it, one more appears, hits it, one grabs her leg making
          her fall on her chest bang in front of the camera, she
          starts to struggle as the creatures keep pulling her, she
          keeps screaming hitting out till they stop coming. The
          battery of the camera starts to give the red signal. Esha
          puts off the camera

                                                          CUT TO:

          EXT. SEA - DAY

          We see a haggard looking Esha, the blood is caked like its
          been a few days she has been lost at sea....

                              ESHA
                         (straight into camera, her
                         voice tired)
                    It's been four days
                         (breaks down)
                    I don't want to do this.

          The camera light starts to blink red. Esha moves away from
          the camera towards the other end of the boat near the
          leg....keeps looking at it......she moves toward the leg as
          her hand touches the leg the camera dies out.

                                                          THE END



